INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Recent years have seen rapid development in exploring high-order organization of chromatin due to the chromosome conformation capture (3C) technique ([@B1]) and its derivatives, such as 4C ([@B2],[@B3]), 5C ([@B4]), ChIA-PET ([@B5]), Hi-C ([@B6]), TCC ([@B7]), Capture Hi-C ([@B8]) and *in situ* Hi-C ([@B9]), etc. It is now known that chromatin is neatly packed in nucleus, in which topologically associating domain (TAD) is a kind of structural unit in linking chromatin organization and biological functions, at least in drosophila ([@B10]) and mammalian genomes ([@B11],[@B12]). It was reported that TAD could constrain enhancer-promoter targeting in gene regulation ([@B13],[@B14]), shape replication timing ([@B15]) and determine pathogenicity of genomic duplications ([@B16]). The switch of TAD boundary was observed in mouse limb development ([@B17]), and the boundary knockout on mouse model directly proved that the disruption of TAD boundary led to development disease ([@B18]). The studies on cancer genomes also revealed that mutations occurred on TAD boundaries could contribute to oncogene activation ([@B19],[@B20]), implying the association of TAD disruption with tumorigenesis.

TAD itself is a hierarchical organization which needs to be further clarified. TAD is traditionally defined as a continuous chromatin region in which the loci interact with each other more frequently than the loci outside the region ([@B11],[@B12],[@B21]). However, different levels of chromatin domains satisfy this criterion more or less, especially with the improvement of data quality and sequencing depth. By thoroughly investigating specific chromatin regions with 5C, Phillips-Cremins *et al.* found that there existed smaller chromatin domains (called sub-TADs) inside the traditional TADs ([@B22]). Further comparisons revealed that TADs were stable across cell types, whereas sub-TADs could vary greatly to facilitate gene regulation. By improving Hi-C experimental pipeline and sequencing depth, Rao *et al.* observed hierarchical overlapping among different chromatin domains in the genome-wide scale ([@B9]). A recent work also revealed that TADs exhibited structural heterogeneity and functional diversity in mammalian genomes ([@B23]). These phenomena suggest the existence of hierarchical domains in chromatin, which cannot be explained by traditional TADs.

Several methods have been proposed to identify hierarchical chromatin domains from Hi-C chromatin interactions. Rao *et al.* proposed an Arrowhead transformation on bias-corrected chromatin interaction matrix and then used dynamic programming to identify chromatin domains at multiple scales simultaneously ([@B9]). TADtree proposed by Weinreb and Rahpael used a weighted interval scheduling with multiplicities to find TAD forest ([@B24]). However, the high computational complexity in this algorithm limits its available resolutions. Matryoshka (bioRxiv <https://doi.org/10.1101/032953>) proposed by Malik and Patro identified various chromatin domains at different resolutions, and then the consensus hierarchy through domain clustering was used to generate hierarchical chromatin domains. Recently, a network modularity based method was proposed to identify hierarchical chromatin domains by utilizing different resolution parameter values (bioRxiv <https://doi.org/10.1101/089011>). The method CaTCH identified large levels of hierarchical chromatin domains by using only a single parameter, reciprocal insulation ([@B25]). However, it did not point out the TAD positions in the hierarchical domains. Instead, additional data, such as CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) enrichment, were needed as references to identify the TADs. Similarly, HBM identified hierarchical domains until the given chromatin was merged into a single cluster, without pointing out the TAD positions ([@B26]). Finally, some methods, such as Armatus ([@B27]), spectral method ([@B28]), MrTADFinder (bioRxiv <https://doi.org/10.1101/097345>) and IC-Finder ([@B29]), could identify overlapped or hierarchical domains across different parameter values, but they did not automatically reconcile the hierarchy and consensus among these domains.

The aforementioned methods mainly treat TADs as local insulations but neglect their global properties, making it hard to judge where the TADs stand in the hierarchical domains. In this work, except the local insulations, we further constrain TADs to the optimal separation on intra-chromosomal interactions. To facilitate representation, TAD and its smaller chromatin domains are together called hierarchical TAD in this work. Inspired by our TAD constraint, we developed an iterative optimization procedure, called HiTAD, to detect hierarchical TADs from Hi-C chromatin interactions, and then applied HiTAD to analyzing Hi-C and *in situ* Hi-C datasets with different sequencing depths involving several human and mouse cell types ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Compared to the selected two methods (Arrowhead and TADtree), HiTAD can detect more hierarchical TADs with higher replicate reproducibility and inter cell-type conservation. With a novel domain-based alignment strategy, we defined several change types of hierarchical TADs which were not systematically studied. Our analyses on these hierarchical TADs show that TADs and sub-TADs differ in correlating chromosomal compartment, replication timing domain and transcriptional regulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Data sources, processing and representation {#SEC2-1}
-------------------------------------------

The *in situ* Hi-C datasets of human cell types GM12878, IMR90 and K562 were downloaded from NCBI with accession number GSE63525 ([@B9]). For traditional Hi-C, two independently generated datasets of human cell type GM12878 were downloaded from NCBI with accession numbers GSE48592 ([@B30]) and GSE63525 ([@B9]) respectively. The datasets of human cell type IMR90 and mouse cell types mESC and Cortex were downloaded from NCBI with accession numbers GSE43070 ([@B14]) and GSE35156 ([@B11]) respectively. The dataset of human cell type Panc1 was downloaded from ENCODE ([@B31]). Raw Hi-C data were processed and corrected by using software hiclib ([@B32]). The bins located in gap regions were removed from calculation but included in visualization. The summary of Hi-C datasets is listed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. With respect to ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq datasets, the processed data were downloaded from ENCODE ([@B31]), including epigenomic and binding peaks from ChIP-Seq and expression of long RNA contigs from RNA-Seq. The called domain boundaries of replication timing were downloaded from public website (<http://mouseencode.org/publications/mcp05/>) ([@B33]). Human CTCF motif was downloaded from a database for ENCODE transcription factors (<http://compbio.mit.edu/encode-motifs/>) ([@B34]), and mouse CTCF motif was scanned in Fimo ([@B35]) by using the same human PWM as input. The human and mouse reference genomes hg19 and mm10 were used in sequence alignments.

HiTAD overview {#SEC2-2}
--------------

The idea behind HiTAD is that TADs are optimal domains to separate intra-chromosomal interactions in global level. Combining the fact that TADs can also be divided into smaller domains in a hierarchical way, the detection of hierarchical TADs can be transformed into an iterative optimization procedure by defining appropriate objective functions from interaction frequencies (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this work, the objective function is defined as the enrichment between intra-domain interaction frequencies and inter-domain interaction frequencies in a way to reduce the impact of genomic distance. To speed up the calculation, an adaptive directionality index (DI)-based Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is proposed to sensitively generate a genome-wide pool of bottom domains by using only local insulation. Then these bottom domains are used as basic elements to detect TADs by using global intra-chromosomal interactions under given objective function. To better perform TAD detection, a recursive formula is used to solve the optimization problem. These detected TADs are next used to generate corresponding sub-TADs in a similar way, but with the bottom domains localized within the TAD as initial domain pools. Similar procedure is applied to subsequent-level domain detection until bottom domains are met. Finally, under a domain-based alignment proposed by us, the reproducible domains from two replicates are maintained to guarantee the accuracy in the highly variable Hi-C chromatin interactions. HiTAD is a fast and memory-saving method that can be implemented in PC ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next, we will introduce the detailed implementation of HiTAD.

![HiTAD workflow. First, the bottom domains are detected by using adaptive DI-based HMM. Second, under the objective function derived from chromatin interactions, a recursive formula is applied to searching all possible TADs by using bottom domains as input. Third, TADs are generated by maximizing the objective function from the searching space. Fourth, sub-TADs and other level domains are generated in a similar way but with localized bottom domains as input to optimization problem. Finally, the hierarchical domains reproducible from two replicates are maintained. The calculations were performed at 20 kb resolution on *in situ* Hi-C dataset IMR90.](gkx735fig1){#F1}

Bottom boundaries detected by adaptive directionality index {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To sensitively detect the boundaries with various domain sizes, we proposed adaptive DI by modifying traditional DI ([@B11],[@B22]). Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hierarchical TAD detection {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------
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Domain and boundary alignment {#SEC2-5}
-----------------------------

Traditionally, domain and boundary are aligned by matching boundaries with nearest genomic positions between two Hi-C datasets. This strategy generally assigns a threshold in advance, but neglects the usage of domain themselves. To facilitate the domain and boundary matching for hierarchical TADs, a domain-based alignment strategy is proposed in this work by considering all domains in the same time.
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The hierarchical TAD alignment is based on the mapping strategy defined above. First, bidirectional mapping is performed for all bottom domains in two boundary sets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${B^2}$\end{document}$. If not all bottom domains are bidirectionally mapped, the TAD and its downstream TAD are merged to search bidirectional mapping again. This TAD merging and mapping iteration is repeated until bidirectional mapping is achieved. Then the hierarchical levels of mapped bottom domains in domain set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${D^1}$\end{document}$. All level sub-domains in current TAD or merged TADs are extracted and the same mapping procedure is performed. Third, the next TAD without performing mapping is selected as a new start to repeat above procedure until all TADs in the selected chromosome undergo hierarchical mapping, including all level sub-domains. Fourth, the next chromosome is selected to perform the same hierarchical mapping until all chromosomes are done.

Other calculations in HiTAD analysis {#SEC2-6}
------------------------------------

In method comparison, the hierarchical TAD detection in TADtree is performed by using recommended parameters. Reproducibility is defined as the number of reproducible domains dividing the maximum domain number in two replicates. Conservation ratio between two cell types is defined in the similar way by using the domain numbers in two cell types to replace those in two replicates. In method evaluation, the random hierarchical TADs are generated by using the following iterative shuffling procedure. To preserve original hierarchies, the TAD sizes and corresponding sub-domain sizes are recorded for each chromosome. The TAD positions are shuffled according to the recorded TAD sizes in each chromosome, and then the sub-TAD positions are shuffled in each TAD according to the recorded sub-TAD sizes. The above shuffling is repeated until no hierarchical levels are recorded in the original hierarchical TADs. As for boundary analysis, the enrichments of epigenomic peaks, CTCF peaks and CTCF motifs are calculated by following previous works ([@B11],[@B36]) and the compartments are calculated at 200 Kb resolution by using package hiclib ([@B32]).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Method comparison {#SEC3-1}
-----------------

To investigate the performance of HiTAD, we first compared HiTAD to two other methods with available software, Arrowhead implemented in Juicer ([@B37]) and TADtree ([@B24]). Matryoshka and the network modularity based method were excluded from comparisons due to software-installation difficulty and code unavailability respectively. The methods CaTCH ([@B25]) and HBM ([@B26]) were excluded since they do not explicitly point out TAD positions. The methods for traditional domains, such as DI based HMM ([@B11]), HiCseg ([@B38]), TopDom ([@B39]), TADbit (bioRxiv <https://doi.org/10.1101/036764>), HiCExplorer (bioRxiv <https://doi.org/10.1101/115063>), Armatus ([@B27]), spectral method ([@B28]), MrTADFinder and IC-Finder ([@B29]), were also excluded since they don not explicitly detect or automatically output hierarchical TADs. The selected methods were applied to both traditional and *in situ* Hi-C datasets under 40 kb resolution since it is pretty hard for TADtree to be run at higher resolutions. To simplify the statement, traditional and *in situ* Hi-C datasets are denoted by different suffixes, such as GM12878-T and GM12878-I respectively. To clarify hierarchical levels, TAD is denoted as level 0, sub-TAD is denoted as level 1 and subsequent domain level is denoted as level 2, etc.

HiTAD outperforms the other two methods in domain sensitivity, replicate reproducibility and inter cell-type conservation (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). HiTAD detects more domains in all levels for both *in situ* and traditional Hi-C datasets, especially in level 0, level 1 and level 2 domains (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This sensitivity improvement mainly arises from the fact that HiTAD successfully detects domains in more chromatin regions compared to the other two methods ([Supplementary Figure S6a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Besides, the different domain size distributions can also contribute to differences in domain numbers. Generally, the domain sizes from HiTAD are smaller than those from Arrowhead but larger than or comparable to those from TADtree ([Supplementary Figure S6b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next GM12878-I and GM12878-T with four biological replicates available ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were selected to evaluate reproducibility since HiTAD generally needs two replicates to detect hierarchical TADs. The four replicates were divided into two groups to independently generate two sets of hierarchical TADs for HiTAD. As for the other two methods, the two replicates in the same group were merged in hierarchical TAD detection. Our calculation shows that HiTAD outperforms the other two methods in the replicate reproducibility in all hierarchical levels on both GM12878-I and GM12878-T (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, the hierarchical TADs detected by HiTAD are more conserved across cell types than those detected by the other two methods in level 0, level 1 and level 2 domains (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Performance comparison. Three methods, Arrowhead, TADtree and HiTAD, are included to perform comparisons. The left and right figures illustrate the results calculated from *in situ* and traditional Hi-C datasets respectively. (**A**) Domain number. (**B**) Replicate reproducibility. (**C**) Inter cell-type conservation.](gkx735fig2){#F2}

Finally, it should be noted that the metrics used in this work just reflect parts of algorithmic performance. Generally, higher domain number and chromatin coverage could only indicate better sensitivity, reproducibility is an important aspect of algorithms, and conservation ratio reflects the biological aspect of hierarchical TADs. We think these metrics together can reflect the algorithmic performance in hierarchical TAD detection, but they are not necessarily equal to algorithmic accuracy. However, there is currently no golden standard to evaluate the accuracy of hierarchical TADs. Compared to traditional TADs, it is more difficult to evaluate hierarchical TADs since this evaluation contains both chromatin domains and the hierarchies ([Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Better metrics or standards may be developed in the future.

Method evaluation {#SEC3-2}
-----------------

To obtain better details, hierarchical TADs were detected at 20 kb resolution for *in situ* Hi-C datasets in the following analyses. Since the numbers of level 2 and level 3 domains were quite limited, these domains were combined in next calculations. The shared boundary among different level domains was classified as lower-level boundary.

We first evaluated HiTAD by measuring the insulation effects of detected hierarchical boundaries. Two histone modifications, H3K36me3 and H3K27me3, were selected to represent active and inactive signals. The boundary insulation was calculated by following a previous procedure ([@B9]). Briefly, in each level of hierarchical TADs, every domain was divided into 10 bins, and the strength of histone modification was recorded for every bin. Then an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$N \times {\rm{\ }}20$\end{document}$ matrix was generated, where 20 columns represent the signal strengths of two consecutive domains and rows represent all possible consecutive domains. The correlations of the columns of this matrix reflect how the epigenomic signals in any two bins are correlated. Our calculations show that the signals in the same domain are highly correlated to each other, but the signal correlations between two consecutive domains are sharply separated in the boundaries (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, the lower level boundaries exhibit stronger insulation effects. As for the controls generated from random shuffling, there are no such sharp separations in the boundaries. These results together indicate that the detected hierarchical boundaries, especially the level 0 and level 1 boundaries, exhibit insulation effects.

![HiTAD evaluation by insulation effects and signal enrichments. (**A**) Boundary insulation measured by signal correlations. There are 20 bins in each heatmap, in which the first and second 10 bins represent two consecutive domains respectively. The left two heatmaps are calculated from active signal H3K36me3, while the right two heatmaps are calculated from inactive signal H3K27me3. (**B**) Signal enrichment in different level boundaries. Three representative signals are shown, including H3K4me3, H3K4me1 and CTCF peaks. (**C**) Enrichment of directional CTCF motifs. The divergent CTCF motifs on boundaries are composed of minus-strand CTCF motifs in upstream regions and plus-strand CTCF motifs in downstream regions.](gkx735fig3){#F3}

We next performed enrichment analysis on different level boundaries. Two histone modifications, H3K4me3 and H3K4me1, were selected to represent promoters and enhancers respectively. The key architectural protein CTCF was also included since this protein plays an important role in shaping chromatin domains ([@B40]). The calculated results show that different level boundaries are enriched in promoter signal H3K4me3 and CTCF binding sites but are a little depleted in enhancer signal H3K4me1 (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S9a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), consistent with traditional TAD analysis ([@B9],[@B11]). However, higher level boundaries generally show lower signals in both boundaries and near-by background regions. It was reported that the divergent CTCF motifs shaped the domain boundaries ([@B9],[@B36],[@B41]--[@B43]), so we further analyzed the composition of CTCF motif directions in these binding sites. The result shows that different level boundaries are enriched in divergent CTCF motifs in overall (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S9b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but the higher-level boundaries show lower densities on both total and divergent CTCF motifs. The results from histone modifications, CTCF binding sites and motif direction together indicate that almost all level boundaries show similarities with traditional TAD boundaries, but different level boundaries exhibit different signal strengths. These signal differences may partially explain the insulation differences among hierarchical boundaries. However, the limited domain numbers and relatively low reproducibility of higher level domains can influence the reliable analysis on boundary enrichments, and thorough works are needed to further investigate their functional characteristics in the future.

Boundary-level analysis on structural and functional properties of hierarchical TADs {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Due to limited domain numbers, level 2 and level 3 domains were excluded from calculations in this and following sections to simplify analysis. The shared boundaries between TADs (level 0 domains) and sub-TADs (level 1 domains) were classified as TAD boundaries. When comparing two cell types, TAD boundaries and sub-TAD boundaries undergo different structural changes, including conserved TAD boundary, conserved sub-TAD boundary, disappeared TAD boundary, disappeared sub-TAD boundary and TAD-to-sub-TAD boundary switch ([Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Statistically, TAD boundaries exhibit quite high inter cell-type conservation, whereas sub-TAD boundaries are quite dynamic across cell types (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next, we extended traditional analyses on compartment ([@B44]) and replication timing ([@B15]) to investigate the similarities and differences between TAD boundaries and sub-TAD boundaries by using both intra cell-type and inter cell-type comparisons. The presented results are mainly calculated from IMR90-I and K562-I since there are replication timing data in human cell types IMR90 and K562.

![Structural and functional analysis on boundary-level changes. (**A**) The left and right pie charts illustrate the proportion of hierarchical boundary changes by using IMR90-I and K562-I as references respectively. The total boundary number is presented in the bracket for each cell type. (**B**) The top figure illustrates the enrichment difference between TAD boundaries and sub-TAD boundaries in the same cell type (intra cell-type comparison). The medium and bottom figures illustrate the relationship between hierarchical boundary changes and compartment boundary changes across cell types (inter cell-type comparison). The x-axis denotes the genomic distance to compartment boundaries, and the y-axis denotes the probability density. (**C**) The enrichments on replication timing boundaries are presented in the same way as compartment boundaries, except that the replication timing transitions are included in each sub-figure. The x-axis denotes the genomic distance to replication timing boundaries. The left y-axis denotes the probability density of domain boundary enrichment, and the right y-axis denotes the replicating timing.](gkx735fig4){#F4}

TAD boundaries but not sub-TAD boundaries mainly separate higher-order chromosomal compartments. Lieberman-Aiden *et al.* proposed A-B (active-inactive) compartments in original Hi-C work ([@B6]), so we performed enrichment analysis on these compartment boundaries. Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that the A-B compartment boundaries are enriched in TAD boundaries but depleted in sub-TAD boundaries when performing intra cell-type analyses on IMR90-I and K562-I independently. As for inter cell-type comparisons, different change types were analyzed separately. The trends in conserved TAD and sub-TAD boundaries are the same as those from intra cell-type analysis. If TAD boundaries switch to sub-TAD boundaries from one cell type to the other, the enrichment-to-depletion switch is also observed simultaneously. Similarly, if TAD boundaries disappear in the other cell type, the enrichment on compartment boundaries also disappears. In the case of sub-TAD disappearance, the stronger depletion is observed in the corresponding cell type (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S12a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The same phenomena are observed in other inter cell-type comparisons ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results together suggest that the changes of compartment boundaries are mainly accompanied with the changes of TAD boundaries across cell types. Combining intra cell-type and inter cell-type analyses, we can conclude that the TAD but not sub-TAD boundaries are mainly involved in correlating higher-order compartment.

TAD boundaries but not sub-TAD boundaries mainly separate replication timing domains. Similar to compartment boundaries, replication timing boundaries are enriched in TAD boundaries but depleted a little in sub-TAD boundaries in both IMR90 and K562 independently (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As for inter cell-type comparisons, the conserved TAD boundaries are enriched in replication timing boundaries, and the conserved sub-TAD boundaries in overall are depleted in replication timing boundaries. If TAD boundaries in IMR90-I switch to sub-TAD boundaries or even disappear in K562-I, the enrichments disappear simultaneously. No enrichment is observed in the case of sub-TAD boundary disappearance (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S12b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In summary, the changes of replication timing boundaries are also mainly accompanied with the changes of TAD boundaries across cell types, indicating the difference between TAD and sub-TAD boundaries in correlating the replication timing boundaries.

Domain-level analysis on structural and functional properties of hierarchical TADs {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated domain-level changes and corresponding transcriptional associations for hierarchical TADs. Compared to boundary-level change, the domain-level change is more complicated since it covers wider chromatin region and involves simultaneous changes of several boundaries. Through different inter cell-type comparisons, we observed several types of domain-level changes for hierarchical TADs, which are defined as conserved TAD, semi-conserved TAD, merged TAD, split TAD and undefined TAD in this work. Conserved TAD is conserved completely in all hierarchical levels, while semi-conserved TAD is conserved in TAD level but dynamic in sub-TAD level. These two cases together represent traditional TAD conservation across cell types. Merged TAD represents the situation that two or more TADs are merged to form a new TAD from one cell type to another cell type, while split TAD represents the reverse situation. The undefined TAD denotes the other TAD change with no clear definition in this work. Similar to TAD change, the semi-conserved TAD can be further classified as merged sub-TAD, split sub-TAD and undefined sub-TAD ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

By using IMR90-I as reference, 33.5% TADs are totally conserved and 11.8% TADs are semi-conserved when comparing IMR90-I to K562-I (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the undefined sub-TAD change is not observed in this comparison, and only very few cases are observed in other inter cell-type comparisons in this work ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These consistent results indicate that most sub-TAD changes in semi-conserved TADs only involve sub-TAD mergence or sub-TAD split without complicated combinations. As for TAD-level change, around 31.7% and 8.6% TADs show TAD mergence and split respectively, and the rest 14.4% TADs undergo complicated domain-level changes in IMR90-I (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Similar trends are observed in K562-I (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and other inter cell-type comparisons ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Structural and functional analysis on domain-level changes. (**A**) The left and right pie charts illustrate the proportion of hierarchical domain changes by using IMR90-I and K562-I as references respectively. The total TAD number is presented in the bracket for each cell type. (**B**) The transcriptional fold changes are presented separately for different domain changes when comparing K562 to IMR90. (**C**) The averaged RNA expressions on merged TADs are presented in the order of inactive to active TADs. Merged TAD represents that the two consecutive TADs in IMR90 are merged to be a new TAD in K562. BPKM: bases per kilobase per million mapped bases. (**D**) Box plots of average RNA expressions on merged TADs illustrate the transcriptional changes between cell types. The box plots in the left and right figures are calculated from the 100 bins in inactive and active TADs respectively. The Mann--Whitney U test was used to calculate *P*-values (\**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 1e-3 and \*\*\**P* \< 1e-5). (**E**) The averaged RNA expressions on split TADs are presented in the same order as merged TADs. Split TAD represents that a TAD in IMR90 are split into two consecutive TADs in K562. (**F**) Box plots of average RNA expressions on split TADs illustrate the transcriptional changes between cell types, in the same way as merged TADs.](gkx735fig5){#F5}

We next investigated the relationship between domain changes and gene expressions. The undefined sub-TADs and undefined TADs were excluded from calculation since there are no consistent domain changes in these two cases. Compared to conserved TADs, the sub-TAD mergence and split in semi-conserved TADs exhibit transcriptional upregulation and downregulation respectively. The similar trends are observed in TAD mergence and split (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To further reveal the functional roles of TAD mergence and split, we analyzed the gene expression changes on two consecutive TADs jointly by using following procedure. First, each TAD was separated into 100 bins and the total RNA expression in each bin was normalized by corresponding bin size. Second, the RNA expressions on 100 bins were summed and averaged in each TAD of two consecutive TADs. Then the one with lower average RNA expression was classified as inactive TAD, and the other one was classified as active TAD. Third, the average RNA expression in each bin was calculated by using all inactive TADs or active TADs respectively. Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the calculated results for TAD mergence. Intuitively, the transcriptional gap between inactive TADs and active TADs is quite large in the original cell type IMR90, but this gap is shrunk after the TAD mergence in cell type K562. To better show the differences, the 100 average RNA expression values in the two kinds of TADs were separately presented by using box plots. Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} clearly illustrates the significant upregulation and downregulation in the originally inactive and active TADs respectively. The reverse effect is observed in TAD split (Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The same regulatory effects are also observed in other inter cell-type comparisons ([Supplementary Figure S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These converged results suggest the role of TAD mergence in shrinking the transcriptional gap between two consecutive TADs. With respect to sub-TAD mergence and split, we did not observe completely consistent patterns in all inter cell-type comparisons ([Supplementary Figure S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thorough works are needed to further clarify the transcriptional difference between TAD mergence and sub-TAD mergence in the future.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

A current question in the field of hierarchical chromatin domain is whether TADs are structurally and functionally distinct from sub-TADs and other domains. Since traditional TAD definition is a little ambiguous, Dixon *et al.* recently attempted to define TAD to be stable through cell divisions and conserved through cell lineages ([@B45]). As discussed in a recent paper ([@B46]), this definition is hard to implement computationally. However, by utilizing only chromatin interactions in one cell type, HiTAD detects TADs and corresponding hierarchical domains with pretty high replicate reproducibility and inter cell-type conservation, partially satisfying the TAD definition through biological processes. The detected hierarchical TADs are also evaluated by insulation effects as well as signal enrichments. In summary, our work suggests that the refinement of TAD definition, including hierarchical structure and biological function, can be achieved by only analyzing high-quality chromatin interactions, at least in part.

HiTAD adopts some strategies different from traditional methods. First, except the local insulations used by traditional methods, HiTAD also utilizes global intra-chromosomal interactions by constraining TADs to the best separation on individual chromosomes. In other words, the TAD detection in HiTAD attempts to make use of the advantages of local and global intra-chromosomal interactions in a concerted way. Second, biological replicates are used to generate final hierarchical TADs in our method. The advantage of this strategy is that flexible methods can be used to generate sufficient bottom domains and corresponding hierarchies for every replicate, instead of considering the high variations of chromatin interactions in the initial start. Though the usage of replicate reproducibility can improve the accuracy and reliability from highly variant data, it does not mean that the obtained boundaries and domains are reproducible in all replicates. This is because two replicates cannot represent all cases in the population. In addition, the replicate reproducibility requires the comparable data quality from two replicates. Otherwise, the low quality data will dominate the final results over the high quality data. In this case, we suggest that the results from high quality data or merged data should be used. However, it is not difficult currently to generate Hi-C data with enough quality for HiTAD due to the improvement of sequencing technology and the reduction of sequencing cost. Third, compared to traditional boundary-based alignment, domain-based alignment in our method adaptively matches the domains and boundaries by eliminating the choice of distance threshold between the two aligned boundaries. The domain-based alignment also allows unmatched domains and boundaries automatically.

The change types of hierarchical TADs defined in this work can pave the way for further studies on chromosomal structures and functions. In this work, we defined several inter cell-type changes on boundaries and domains respectively for hierarchical TADs and explored their structural and functional roles for the first time. Compared to boundary-level change, the domain-level change generally covers wider chromatin region and involves several boundaries. For transcriptional regulation, we used a simple method to investigate the domain-level relationship between hierarchical TADs and gene expressions. But for the chromosomal compartment and replication timing domain, their inter cell-type changes also involve several boundaries. In this way, the domain-level analysis will meet the combinatorial problem when simultaneously comparing several boundaries, so the boundary-level enrichments were performed on chromosomal compartment and replication timing by following previous works ([@B15],[@B44]) to simplify analysis. In addition, both boundary-level and domain-level analyses were simplified by only considering two levels, TAD and sub-TAD. More complicated structural changes can be observed if taking more hierarchical levels into consideration, but it will be more difficult to depict their biological functions, especially with the limited number of higher level boundaries and domains. In spite of simplified analyses, we still revealed the structural and functional differences between TADs and sub-TADs by using these hierarchical TAD changes. Since these phenomena are quite common in different inter cell-type comparisons, it is quite possible that these analyses can be applied to other mammalian cell types not covered in this work.

TAD and sub-TAD differ in correlating chromosomal compartment and replication timing. In the chromosomal structure, the TAD boundaries but not sub-TAD boundaries mainly correlate the chromosomal compartments. As for the replication timing domain, the same trend is observed. These together argue that TADs are the main structural units in linking higher-order chromosomal organization and replication timing. However, this does not necessarily mean that sub-TADs have no effect. The identification resolution of compartment is relatively low due to sequencing depth, making subtle comparisons difficult. Sub-compartment was recently proposed through extremely deep sequencing, but it is hard to perform reliable analysis on sub-compartment due to the limited data involving only one cell type GM12878 ([@B9]). The analysis on replication timing domains also meets the resolution problem. The sub-domains of replication timing, like sub-TADs, may be observed in the future with technology development. The structural and functional differences between TAD and sub-TADs need further investigation with better technologies and algorithms.

TAD and sub-TAD can separate regulatory activity but with different insulation effect. TAD boundaries generally show stronger insulations than sub-TAD boundaries. And the transcriptional association of TAD mergence/split is a little different from that of sub-TAD mergence/split when performing domain-level comparisons. Combining the fact that TAD is more stable than sub-TAD across cell types, these results argue that TAD may insulate the global gene regulation in a relatively stable way and sub-TAD further facilitates local gene regulation in a dynamic way, consistent with previous work ([@B22]). With regard to the potential mechanism underlying hierarchical TADs, TAD and sub-TAD boundaries share similar trends in CTCF binding sites and divergent motifs, but with different density. This may partially explain the differences in insulation and stability between TAD boundaries and sub-TAD boundaries. However, recent research showed that transcription could contribute to the formation of chromatin domains by helping position another key architectural protein complex, cohesion ([@B47]). Further studies are needed to clarify the detailed relationship among transcription, CTCF binding and hierarchical TAD.

Finally, our method performs well in detecting TADs and sub-TADs, but it is less sensitive to detect higher level domains, especially level ≥3 domains. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that it is currently difficult to sensitively and reproducibly detect higher level domains. This is because the chromatin interactions are highly variable around the boundary regions of these small domains. In HiTAD, the locally high variations and the small window sizes together can make the adaptive DIs fluctuate around candidate boundary regions, which leads to the failure in domain reproducibility. Though this strategy excludes irreproducible domains from two replicates, the percentage of reproducible domains still decreases in higher level domains when more than two replicates are used to measure the reproducibility (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In the future, better methods can be utilized or developed to balance the sensitivity and reproducibility in detecting higher level domains.

CONCLUSION {#SEC5}
==========

In this work, we developed a novel method HiTAD to detect hierarchical TADs from Hi-C chromatin interactions by further constraining TAD to optimal chromatin interaction separation in chromosomal level. HiTAD performs well in domain sensitivity, replicate reproducibility and inter-cell-type conservation. We evaluated the detected hierarchical TADs by calculating insulation effects and signal enrichments on different level boundaries. By defining boundary-level and domain-level changes for hierarchical TADs, we systematically investigated the structural and functional differences between TADs and sub-TADs. The intra cell-type and inter cell-type analyses together revealed that TADs and sub-TADs differed in correlating higher-order compartment, replication timing and transcriptional regulation. With better technology and algorithm, the structural and functional characteristics of hierarchical TADs can be further explored in the near future.

AVAILABILITY {#SEC6}
============

HiTAD is integrated to a Python package called TADLib, which is freely available online at <https://pypi.python.org/pypi/TADLib>.
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